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Abstract—It is well-known that in principle automatic test
pattern generation (ATPG) can be solved by transforming the
circuit and the fault considered into a Boolean satisfiability (SAT)
instance and then calling a so-called SAT solver to compute
a test. More recently, the potential of SAT-based ATPG has
been significantly extended. In this paper, we first provide
introductory knowledge on SAT-based ATPG and then report
on latest developments enabling applications far beyond classical
ATPG.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Testing the correct functionality of nanoelectronic devices is
an essential step in the production process as typical yield rates
(i.e. the fraction of devices that perform properly) may reach
numbers in the 50% range. Current processes have reached
a point, where many classical pass/fail testing methods are
enhanced by defect based fault models and/or grading-based
techniques, assessing the quality of a circuit with regards to,
e.g., circuit timing or power consumption.
An essential step for the whole test process is the generation
of test patterns. They are generated by tools called Automatic
Test Pattern Generators (ATPG).
Traditional ATPG algorithms, like the D-Algorithm [1] and
successors [2], [3], work directly on the circuit structure,
possibly in conjunction with additional data structures such
as implication graphs [4] or advanced techniques to prune
the solution space [5], [6]. The key idea of structural ATPG
algorithms is to propagate a fault effect, using assignments to
circuit lines, from the fault location to an observable circuit
output. If this is possible without conflicting assignments, a
justification phase tries to assign values to all supporting lines
to find a consistent (i.e. conflict-free) assignment for each
relevant line in the circuit. If a conflicting assignment has
been identified, these assignments are reverted until either a
consistent assignment has been found, or the complete search
space has been covered. As we will see later, the advantage
of structural methods, namely to directly work on the circuit
structure, is also their weakness at least in the case of hard-

to-detect or redundant faults. Nevertheless, state-of-the-art test
generators are able to handle large industrial multi-million-gate
designs.
It has long been known that an ATPG problem can be
reduced to a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) instance and solved
using a SAT solver [7]–[9]. However, this approach was not
widely adopted as the structural approaches tended to exhibit
better performance. More recently, significant improvements
of the underlying SAT solvers in conjunction with extended
solving capabilities specifically developed and tailored to
ATPG changed this situation and led to an increased interest
in such techniques.
SAT-based ATPG [10]–[13] has been shown to provide a
high fault coverage for large industrial circuits. In particular,
the powerful learning and implication techniques of modern
SAT solvers are well suited to generate tests for hard-todetect faults or determine the redundancy of faults. Classical
structural ATPG approaches typically have problems to cope
with these kind of faults as shown in [11].
The ability to handle redundant faults is becoming more
important for two reasons. First, defects in nanoscale manufacturing technologies may not be described adequately by stuckat faults [14]. Non-standard fault models such as resistive
bridging faults [15], [16] or interconnect opens [17], [18] as
well as robust delay test generation [19]–[21] may impose very
specific conditions on the lines in the circuit, which are, in
many cases, impossible to satisfy, so the fault is undetectable.
Second, redundant structures are being increasingly used to
enhance circuit reliability and yield [22], [23]. A significant
fraction of faults in these structures are not detectable. To
accurately estimate the defect coverage, the proof that the fault
in question is undetectable (rather than aborted) is essential.
In this paper, we will first provide introductory knowledge
on SAT-based ATPG with a particular emphasis on the techniques that led to SAT-based ATPG tools being competitive or
even superior to classical structural ATPG solvers.
The main focus of the paper however will be on recent

advances and corresponding applications. In this context, the
following observations are crucial: on the one hand, SAT
solvers allow the convenient integration and flexible handling
of multi constraints and their optimization; on the other hand,
the capabilities of SAT solvers can be extended e.g., by using
Pseudo Boolean SAT solvers or SAT modulo Theory (SMT)
solvers. Exemplary applications will be sketched to provide
insight and demonstrate the achievements.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The
next section briefly reviews basics on SAT-based ATPG. In
Section III, we introduce complex static fault models and
their modeling and utilization in SAT-based ATPG. Timing
models and their analysis, e.g. sensitizable path computation
and small delay fault detection is the topic of Section IV. In
Section V, we demonstrate that optimization constraints can
be integrated to allow the efficient computation of minimal
test cubes and highly compacted test sets. We shortly review
further extensions and current trends in Section VI and then
conclude the paper.
II. ATPG T ECHNIQUES
A. Boolean Satisfiability
This section briefly reviews the basics on the applied
solving engines as well as on SAT-based ATPG. Solvers
for Boolean satisfiability (SAT) and extensions thereof, like
Pseudo-Boolean Constraints (PBC), MaxSAT and PseudoBoolean Optimization (PBO), are powerful formal proof engines which are frequently applied to solve complex problems
in the field of circuit design. The underlying problems are
defined as follows:
Definition 1 (SAT, PBC):
Solvers for the SAT problem determine an assignment to
the variables of a Boolean function Φ : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}
such that Φ evaluates to 1 or prove that no such assignment exists. The function Φ is thereby given in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF). A CNF Φ is a conjunction
of clauses. A clause ω is a disjunction of literals and
a literal x is a Boolean variable in its positive (x) or
negative form (x).
• Solvers for the PBC problem determine assignments
to
Pn fulfill a conjunction of constraints defined by
i=1 ci ẋi ≥ cn , where c1 . . . , cn ∈ Z and ẋi either is a
positive or a negative literal, or they prove that that no
such assignment exists.
MaxSAT and PBO define optimization versions of SAT and
PBC, respectively. For the purpose of this paper, we restrict
to the following definitions:
Definition 2 (MaxSAT, PBO): ]
•

•

•

In MaxSAT, a CNF formula is separated in soft and
hard clauses. The optimization objective is to find an
assignment that satisfies all hard clauses (as in SAT) and
simultaneously maximizes the number of satisfied soft
clauses.
In PBO a PBC problem is extended by an objective function F, which at the same time is to be

TABLE I
PBC AND CNF REPRESENTATION FOR AN AND GATE a · b = c
PBC
(c + (1 − a) + (1 − b) ≥ 1)·
(a + (1 − c) ≥ 1)·
(b + (1 − c) ≥ 1)

CNF
(c + a + b)·
(a + c)·
(b + c)

minimized. The P
objective function F is defined by
n
F(x1 , . . . , xn ) = i=1 mi ẋi with m1 , . . . , mn ∈ Z.
Example 1: Let Φ = (x1 + x2 + x3 )(x1 + x3 )(x2 + x3 ).
Then, x1 = 1, x2 = 1, and x3 = 1 is a satisfying assignment
solving the SAT problem.
Accordingly, let Ψ = (2x1 + 3x2 + x3 ≥ 3)(2x1 + x2 ≥ 2)
and F = x1 + x2 + x3 . Then, x1 = 1, x2 = 1, and x3 = 1 is a
solution to the PBC problem given by the first two constraints,
but obviously does not minimize F. On the contrary, it follows
easily that x1 = 1, x2 = 0, and x3 = 0 is a solution to the
PBC problem and, at the same time, minimizes F.
SAT, PBC, MaxSAT and PBO are well investigated problems. In the past, efficient solving algorithms (so called SAT
solvers or PBC, MaxSAT, PBO solvers, respectively) have been
proposed (see e.g. [24]–[26]).
The effectiveness of these algorithms relies on several
techniques. The most important techniques are efficient implication methods and powerful learning schemes. Conflictbased learning is performed during the solving process after
a conflict, i.e. a conflicting assignment, occurred. Instead
of simply backtracking as ATPG algorithms typically do,
a conflict clause is recorded which prevents the solver to
enter the same non-solution search space again. These conflict
clauses enable the SAT solver to prune large parts of the search
space as well as to understand complex relations between
variables.
In the following, we apply these techniques as black boxes
delivering the solution for the proposed problem formulations.
B. SAT-based ATPG
The application of the powerful SAT solving techniques to
a circuit problem requires a transformation of the problem
description into a Boolean formula in CNF as defined above.
In order to create the SAT instance, the circuit C = (S, G)
with S as the set of signals and G the set of gates has to be
transformed into CNF first.
For this purpose, each connection s ∈ S of a circuit is
assigned a Boolean variable xs which represents the logical
value of s, i.e. 0 or 1. Then, the functionality of each gate g ∈
G is transformed into a set of clauses Φg using the Boolean
variables associated with the input and output connections of
g. The CNF can be easily derived for each gate type using
truth tables or algebraic conversions. Table I shows an example
formulation for an AND gate in PBC and CNF. The CNF ΦC
for the complete circuit C is then constructed by a conjunction
of the CNF of each single gate of C, i.e.
ΦC = Φg1 · . . . · Φgk .
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Illustration of the SAT-based ATPG formulation (taken from [27]).

After the circuit CNF has been created, the SAT instance has
to be augmented by the fault modeling. That is, given a fault f ,
e.g. a stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1 fault, additional constraints ΦfF
for fault excitation and fault propagation with respect to the
specific fault f have to be formulated. The CNF ΦfF typically
includes the complete output cone of the fault site, the faulty
gate itself, and D-chain constraints to propagate the fault
to an observation point [9]. Eventually, the following CNF
formulation results as problem representation:
ΦfTest = ΦC · ΦfF
This is illustrated in Figure 1. The solution space of ΦfTest
includes all possible tests which detect f . Given to a SAT
solver, the solver proves that ΦfTest is satisfiable by computing
a satisfying assignment, which can be transformed into a test.
If the fault f is untestable, the SAT solver proves that the
solution space is empty, i.e. no satisfying assignment exists.
C. Multi Constraints and Optimization Techniques
Typically, the solution space for an ATPG problem for fault
f includes more than one solution or even a large number
of solutions. Each solution represents one test for f . As
stated above, the importance of other issues for fault detection
increases. Often, the detection of the pure fault is insufficient,
e.g. sensitization constraints (see Sec. IV) have to be modeled
for detecting small delay defects. However, the ATPG engine
typically returns the first test found. This may not be the best
test with respect to its ability to detect the fault. Therefore,
guiding the ATPG towards finding not an arbitrary test but a
test satisfying certain conditions is desirable.
As indicated above, this can be done by defining additional
constraints (see also Sec. III), which sometimes have even
to be handled by using an optimization solver, e.g. when
computing test patterns with a minimal number of specified
input bits, so-called minimal test cubes or when computing
minimal test sets (see Sec. V).

It is well-known, that complex defect mechanisms are not
adequately covered by traditional fault models such as the
stuck-at or transition delay fault model. As a consequence,
non-standard fault models have been developed and specific
ATPG-tools for individual fault models have been devised in
the past.
As a more generic approach, in the following we present
the conditional multiple-stuck-at fault model (CMS@) defined
in [13], and an extension thereof the enhanced conditional
multiple-stuck-at fault model (ECMS@) [28]. As a further
application demonstrating the potential of SAT-based ATPG,
we consider ATPG for interconnect open faults.
A. CMS@ and ECMS@ Fault Model
A CMS@ fault is given by r condition lines a1 , . . . , ar ,
r ≥ 0, each one of them associated to a condition ci ; and
by s victim lines, s ≥ 1, each one of them associated to a
logical value bj . The following types of condition lines are
supported: 0 – line is set to 0; 1 – line is set to 1; F (faultaffected) – fault effect must be propagated through that line;
NF (non-fault-affected) – fault effect must not be propagated
through that line. A circuit under a CMS@ fault exhibits faulty
behaviour under any input vector that satisfies all conditions;
in this case, every victim line vj behaves as stuck-at-bj .
It directly follows that a single-stuck-at-fault is represented
by a CMS@ fault with an empty condition list and a victim
list consisting of one entry. CMS@ allows the convenient integration of further fault models. As an example, we illustrate
the mapping of the resistive bridging fault model on CMS@.
Bridging faults with non-zero bridge resistance may impact
the behavior of a digital circuit in a non-trivial way [15],
[29]. In general, a short defect with a non-zero resistance
Rsh between interconnects a and b imposes intermediate
voltages Va and Vb between 0 and VDD on the affected
interconnects. These voltages are interpreted as logic values
by the gates driven by a and b, depending on the logic
thresholds of the gates. To detect a resistive short defect with
a given resistance, specific values (detection conditions) on
the gates driving the shorted interconnects may be required,
and the fault effect may be visible on one or multiple gates
driven by the shorted interconnects. These detection conditions
may differ for short defects which involve the same pair of
interconnects but have different resistances Rsh . It has been
shown in [30], [31] that for every pair of interconnects a and
b there is a finite number of representative resistances Rsh
such that a test set, which detects all short defects with these
resistances, covers all possible short defects between a and b. It
is possible to formulate CMS@faults, in fact these are specific
multiple stuck-at faults, which correspond to short defects
with representative resistances. The details of the mapping are
discussed in [31].
The CMS@ fault model can be further extended to allow the integration and optimization of further so-called soft
conditions. We omit further details on the resulting fault
model, called extended CMS@ (ECMS@) and its integration

in SAT-based ATPG. (For more details on optimization see
also the following sections.) Rather we point out applications
supported by ECMS@. As an example, a set of lines can
be chosen and the number of 1s or 0s on these lines can
be maximized or minimized, as well as the number of those
lines that propagate a fault effect. In combination with timeframe expansion, this feature can also be used to generate
test sequences needed for precisely controlling local switching
activity during test-pair application, which is useful e.g. for
noise-aware and low-power testing.
CMS@ and ECMS@ have been integrated in the SATbased ATPG-tool T IGUAN. Besides testing of resistive bridges
[13], applications include ATPG power-droop testing [32],
minimization/maximization of fault affected outputs for stuckat faults, and switching activity minimization for transition
faults [28].
B. Interconnect Open Faults
CMS@ and ECMS@, are generic fault models working
directly on the Boolean level. Depending on the defect class
this may not be an adequate modeling level, even if static
fault models are considered. Interconnect opens turn out to be
such a case. Nevertheless, an extension to PBC solving allows
efficient handling [33].
Interconnect opens are known to be one of the predominant
defects within nanoscale technologies [34], [35]. An interconnect affected by an open defect is divided into two parts: a
stable part connected to the driver and a disconnected floating
part whose value is dominated by coupling capacitances between neighboring interconnects (aggressors) [36]. Different
fault models exist describing the behaviour of open defects
on the basis of an underlying electric modeling and layout
information, among them the Robust Enhanced Aggressor
Victim (REAV) model [37], an extension of Sato’s Agressor
Victim model [34].

part. (VDD and VSS can occur as aggressors, but in contrast
to normal signals their logic value cannot be changed by
a test pattern.) C0 (C1 ) represents the cumulative coupling
capacitance of all aggressors showing logic 0 (1). The voltage
1
VDD .
of the floating part (Vf ) is assumed to be Vf = C0C+C
1
In the REAV model for each gate type G, two thresholds
VthL (G) and VthH (G) are given. The voltage Vf of the
floating part is interpreted as logic 0 (1), iff Vf < VthL (G)
(Vf > VthH (G). A voltage between VthL (G) and VthH (G)
may be interpreted as either logic 0 or logic 1 but the actually
interpreted value is unknown X).
An ATPG method using the REAV model described above
requires (a) a Boolean encoding of the circuit and (b) Pseudo
Boolean Constraints describing the behaviour of the open
fault. In [33] this is done utilizing the SAT Modulo Theory
(SMT) solver iSAT3 [38], [39] based on Interval Constraint
Propagation (ICP) for modeling the faulty behaviour. We are
able to represent coupling capacitances precisely by large
integers as they are generated by layout parameter extraction
(PEX) tools. In principle, such constraints could also be
translated into a pure propositional formula being examined by
a SAT solver. However, this would require to map the integers
to rather small values and therefore would lead to a loss of
accuracy. Furthermore, a high number of aggressors leads to
very large encodings of the constraints, rendering a SAT-based
approach even less feasible.
The resulting ATPG tool provides the first approach which
• supports the Robust Enhanced Aggressor Victim model
without making any propagation restrictions and therefore
considers unknown values at the inputs of an affected gate
if necessary,
• allows to explicitly generate static test patterns, i.e. test
patterns showing no oscillating behaviour and being robust against process variations,
• is able to model thousands of aggressors within a single
fault instance,
• is scalable to larger circuits with over 500k of non
equivalent faults,
• includes an accurate simulator for open faults to allow
accurate consideration of unknown values.
IV. T IMING M ODELS

Fig. 2. Example of an interconnect represented as a tree of RC-elements
with all possible open faults (taken from [33]).

An interconnect consists of one source, several segments
and one or multiple sinks as shown in Figure 2. There are
one source G1 , two sinks G2 and G3 and five so-called RCelements. In total five open faults F 1, . . . , F 5 are possible.
Regarding Figure 2, Fault F 4 only affects G2 and has no
influencing capacitances at all, while Fault F 5 only affects
G3 , but being victim of the aggressors VDD and VSS with the
coupling capacitances CCV DD and CCV SS .
In general, the value of the coupling capacitance (CCi )
determines the influence of the aggressor i on the floating

The timing of a synchronous digital circuit is based on the
notion of paths through which signal transitions travel from
input to output. While so-called structural (longest) paths can
be efficiently computed using graph algorithms, many tasks
in particular with respect to timing analysis and delay test
generation require knowledge on sensitizable paths and their
length. Unfortunately, the identification of sensitizable paths
turns out to be much harder than the determination of structural
paths.
In contrast to previously known techniques that work on
the circuit structure and separate path identification from sensitization checks [40], SAT-based computation of sensitizable
paths offers the possibility to determine sensitizable paths of
desired lengths (and other user-defined properties) together
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Fig. 3. Path delay histograms for input “SI 23” of circuit “b22” assuming
different sensitization rules.

with primary input combinations executing the paths solving
one monolithic encoding. We shortly present review three
approaches going into different directions but all of them based
on the above idea: PHAETON [41], an approach based on
PBO [42], and WaveSAT [43]. realize this concept .
A. PHAETON
PHAETON1 supports different delay models (unit delay,
gate delay, pin-to-pin delay) and path-sensitization conditions
(hazard-free robust, robust, strongly non-robust, restricted
functional). The timing information is efficiently encoded directly into the SAT formula using an application-specific unary
representation of integer numbers which supports operations
required for controlling the length of found paths. Thanks
to the monolithic formal encoding of the path generation
instance as a SAT formula, PHAETON offers flexibility that
by far exceeds that of structural procedures: a large number
of requirements can be easily formulated, and applicationspecific functionality can be incorporated into the SAT formula
generation.
Given the set of requirements, the PHAETON framework
constructs a monolithic SAT instance Φ which is satisfiable
if and only if at least one path which obeys the requirements
exists. Among other optimizations, PHAETON maintains a
knowledge storage which includes information learned during
search; this storage is updated both when a solution has been
found or not. It is possible to repeat the same request multiple
times; in this case, PHAETON will search for different paths
meeting the requirement by adding a conflict clause to prevent
the previously found paths from being generated again.
We provide an example to demonstrate the potential of
PHAETON: Some applications, including gate-criticality estimation [44], require the complete delay distribution of paths
going through a specific gate. PHAETON is able to enumerate
such paths and generate a histogram of path delays. Five such
1 PatH
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histograms are shown in Figure 3 for a specific circuit input
and unit-delay model: one based on purely structural analysis
and four assuming different path sensitization conditions.
PHAETON has been successfully employed for several
tasks, from criticality estimation of circuit components [44],
K longest path generation (KLPG) [45] to test generation for
post-silicon validation and characterization [46], and variationaware fault grading [47].
B. PBO-based Path Computation
In [42], a formal timing-aware ATPG approach relying on
pseudo-Boolean encoding is presented. Using a higher level of
encoding simplifies instance generation on the one hand, but
has to be done carefully not to compromise scalability. The
approach has been used to tackle Small Delay Faults (SDFs).
SDFs [48] extend the basic transition-delay fault by defining
the fault as an increase in the delay of a specific gate g by
a certain parametric value d. d is set to a rather small value,
such that this additional delay may lead to a fault effect on
some propagation path, but not on all. This results in a great
increase in the complexity of the test generation as, unlike in
the classical Transition Delay Fault (TDF), the detection of the
fault depends on the delay of the propagation path. This fault
model is related to the path delay fault model [49] where the
additional delay is not allocated at a specific gate, but along a
predefined path of the circuit. In order to accurately generate
tests for SDFs, the delay of each gate needs to be known.
Typically, ATPG algorithms tend to sensitize short paths due
to reasons of complexity. For a high-quality test, it is necessary
that faults are detected via long or the longest sensitized paths.
These paths have a smaller slack and are more likely to fail
in the presence of SDFs. Timing-aware (structural) ATPG
was proposed in [50]. Here, timing information is integrated
into the search as a heuristic. As a result, the generated test
typically sensitizes much longer paths than a test generated by
regular ATPG. However, the run times as well as the pattern
counts increase drastically as reported in [51].
SAT-based ATPG approaches to generate tests targeting
longest paths were proposed in [42], [45]. The robustness of
the underlying solving engines is leveraged to determine the
provably longest paths through a fault site (dependent on the
provided timing information).
An incremental search procedure is used to guide the test
generation. The basic steps for TDF f are as follows:
1) Create a regular SAT-based ATPG instance ΦfTest . The
solution space of this instance consists of all possible
tests detecting f .
2) Create an objective function Fl which determines the
length of a sensitized path of a test. This function
includes a lower bound initially set to 0 or a low value.
3) Start the search procedure and generate an initial solution tinit . Evaluate Fl (tinit ) and use the result as a new
lower bound of the objective. The initial solution does
not necessarily sensitize a long path, although this is
beneficially for the run time behavior. Save and exclude

the solution found from the solution space, e.g. by
adding a conflict clause.
4) Continue the search while considering the new lower
bound. If a new solution with a longer sensitized paths is
found, update the lower bound and exclude the solution
from the solution space as well.
5) If no better solution can be found, the last solution
found, i.e. the optimal solution sensitizing the longest
path, is returned.
The steps 3 – 5 are typically integrated into the solving
engine and can be performed very efficiently.
The SAT-based timing-aware ATPG approach provides a
powerful method for high-quality test generation. Therefore,
the basic formulation is extended to target other hard problems.
The approach in [42] integrates static signals using the formulation presented in [21]. This enables the generation of highquality robust tests. In contrast to non-robust tests, a robust
test guarantees the detection of a fault if other delay faults
are present. By this, detecting the fault through the longest
robustly testable paths is achieved.

C. WaveSAT
The detection of SDFs is traditionally performed by sensitizing a path of sufficient length from an input to an output
of the circuit going through the fault site. While this approach
allows efficient test generation algorithms, it may result in
false positives and false negatives as well, i.e. undetected
faults are classified as detected and vice versa, detectable
faults are classified as undetectable. WaveSAT [43] is a SATbased ATPG that overcomes these deficiencies by modeling
waveforms on each relevant line of the circuit. The model
incorporates individual delays for each gate and filtering of
small glitches. It does not rely on the explicit notion of path
sensitization. Instead, it directly considers the relationships
between the possible waveforms on different lines of the
circuit.
For a given SDF, a set of consistent waveforms on all
circuit lines leading to detection is generated. The test pair
is derived from the waveforms on the inputs (which are only
allowed to switch once, at time 0). If no test pair is found,
this constitutes the formal proof of untestability within the
model assumptions. The waveforms are represented by series
of Boolean variables which contain logical values at discrete
points of time. Together with several optimizations in order to
achieve scalability we succeed in systematically quantifying
the inaccuracy obtained when using conventional path-oriented
SDF ATPG for different sensitization conditions.
An example SAT encoding is given in Figure 4. It can be
shown that no hazard-free-robustly sensitizable path through
the fault location g3 exists but the fault is nevertheless detectable.
WaveSAT can also be used for further applications, e.g. the
detection of early-life failures [52].

V. M INIMAL T EST C UBES AND C OMPACTION
A general shortcoming of SAT-based ATPG compared to
structural ATPG is the over-specification of the computed test
pattern. Typically, the SAT solver computes (in absence of
structural information) a complete non-conflicting assignment
of all Boolean variables in the SAT instance as satisfiability
proof. The test is extracted from the assignment of the inputs.
If done this way, the extracted values do not include any
unspecified bits (“don’t cares”,X). This does not necessarily
concern all inputs of the circuit, since only the relevant part
of the circuit is represented in the SAT instance. However, the
number of specified bits is typically higher than for structural
ATPG, which is disadvantageous e.g. for test compaction
or more sophisticated on-chip methods like “Embedded Deterministic Test” [53]. Moreover, underspecified tests offer
great flexibility for controlling secondary test parameters like
test power consumption [54]–[56] using refilling techniques.
As the quality of these methods depends on the number of
unspecified values, test patterns with as many unspecified
inputs as possible are preferred.
Test relaxation techniques [57]–[59] tackle this problem.
Thereby, static and dynamic methods have to be distinguished.
Static methods require an initial test pattern and try to generalize input values by relaxation (replace specified by unspecified
values without compromising the fault detection capabilities).
Hence the quality of such methods depends on the initial
pattern. Dynamic methods work with the requirements that
the test imposes and try to find a test pattern with a high
number of unspecified bits, a so-called test cube directly. In
general, dynamic methods achieve better results, as they are
free to choose the defined part of the input pattern in a way
that improves the test cube. Only recently, the first method for
computing provably minimal test cubes has been proposed. In
the following subsection, we provide the key ideas of a SATbased test cube minimization and then turn to test compaction.
A. Minimal Test Cubes
SAT-based methods to generate provably minimal test cubes
are presented in [60].
The so-called 01X-logic can be used to represent unspecified
assignments in a circuit. 01X-logic consists of three values
{0, 1, X}, which represent three states: 001X (logic 0), 101X
(logic 1) and X01X (unknown, either logic 0 or logic 1).
01X-logic can be expressed by propositional formulas. We
encode the three-valued logic with two Boolean variables as
follows: 001X = (1, 0), 101X = (0, 1), X01X = (0, 0). The
combination (1, 1) is not allowed.
Figure 5 shows an example for the 01X-encoding of a
circuit where input x1 is unspecified. Here, t1 and t2 indicate
auxiliary variables which represent internal signals. In this
example, the unspecified value is propagated to the output y1 ,
but not to y0 .
In Section II-B, we described how ΦfTest , the SAT instance
corresponding to all tests for a given fault f is constructed
when using Boolean logic. Analogously, we first create a SAT
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instance Φf01x, Test modeling the set of all tests for fault f when
using 01X-logic.
For all primary inputs, additional trigger variables ti are
introduced in addition. If ti = 1, then the primary input Ii is
assigned to (0, 0) = X01X , i.e. Ii is unspecified. Computing
a minimal test cube can now be reduced to the following
MaxSAT instance: We introduce a unit soft clause ti and add
the above implication as a hard clause to Φf01x, Test .
This method is 01X-optimal, it calculates the minimal test
cube for a 01X-encoded circuit. Note, that this result may not
be overall optimal in general, as is evidenced by the example
in Fig. 5: 01X-logic may incorrectly predict unspecified values
on path revonvergences. As an example, consider again Figure
5, in particular y1 . With 01X-encoding the assignment of y1
is unspecified, although it will assume the value 1 regardless
of the X-assignment of x1 : if x1 = 0, the top input of the
bottom OR is 1, therefore y1 = 1 holds; if x1 = 1 the bottom
input of the bottom OR is 1, and therefore y1 = 1 holds again.
As a second way to formulate and model unspecified
values, an exact formulation with Quantified Boolean Formula
(QBF) is introduced in [60]. Also the optimization problem
considered above and the corresponding solution method can
be extended to QBF and thus provably minimal test cubes can
be obtained. For a detailed comparison and a discussion of the
results obtainable, we refer to the original paper.

B. Local Fault Detection
However, not only the number of unspecified bits is important for an effective test compaction result, but also that the
computed bits are compatible with other test cubes. It may
happen that unfortunate bit assignments prevent other faults
from being detected, e.g. blocked paths. The identification of
“good” assignments is a difficult task if each fault is treated
independently from other faults as structural ATPG approaches
typically do.
In general, SAT-based algorithms are more powerful than
structural ATPG algorithms. They are able to process more
constraints more effectively. The work in [61] leverages this
circumstance in order to improve the test compaction ability.
Instead of targeting one fault only, the SAT instance is
enhanced by local fault detection constraints. The main idea
is that the reasoning engine should be guided not only to
detect a primary fault f but also to satisfy as many local fault
detection constraints as possible. By this, assignments which
are potential useful for detecting other faults are made during
the ATPG run without explicitly targeting other faults.
The local fault detection constraints consist of two additional variables xsf 0 and xsf 1 assigned to each connection
s ∈ S of a circuit C. These variables are associated with the
corresponding stuck-at (transitions) faults f0 , f1 of this line.
The value of xsf 0 and xsf 1 represents whether all local fault
detection conditions are satisfied. Additional constraints are
added in order to imply the value of xsf 0 and xsf 1 from the
circuit assignment. The following constraints are needed:
•

•

•

The activation constraints ΦActivate check whether the
fault can be activated by the current circuit assignment,
i.e. the value of x is the inverse of the fault value.
The gate constraints ΦGate check whether all side inputs
of the succeeding gate are non-blocking, i.e. assume the
non-controlling value.
The path constraints ΦPath check whether a propagating
path exists, i.e. whether the local fault detection con-

straints of the successor are satisfied.
In order to compute a test with enhanced detection ability,
an objective function F is added. This function is created
including all fault detection variables whose corresponding
faults have not yet been detected. Given a set of yet undetected
faults F = f1 , . . . , fm with xi being the connection of fault fi
(1 ≤ i ≤ m), the objective function F is formulated as
follows:
F = (−1) · x1f1 + . . . + (−1) · xm
fm
The extended SAT instance ΦfTest · ΦActivate · ΦGate · ΦPath is
given to a PBO solver along with F. The solver yields the
assignment which detects f and, at the same time, maximizes
the satisfied local fault detection constraints. By this, the
computationally power of modern solving engines is used to
generate a test which potentially can be better compacted.
C. Multiple-Target Test Generation
The approach presented in [27] applies a different technique: Multiple-Target Test Generation (MTTG). Here, multiple faults are simultaneously considered. Giving a set of faults
f1 , . . . , fn , the ATPG problem is formulated that a test t is
generated which detects all faults f1 , . . . , fn or prove that
no such test exists. Obviously, the application of MTTG is
advantageous for test compaction.
Early (structural) MTTG approaches [62], [63] were limited
by the underlying ATPG technique. Only a very small of faults
could be handled at the same time. The powerful modern SAT
solving engines are able to handle a larger number of faults,
since the conflict-driven learning techniques and heuristics are
well-suited for such a restricted search space. In order to use
SAT-based ATPG for MTTG for fault set F = {f1 , . . . , fn },
the SAT instance has to be extended as follows.
f1
fn
ΦF
Test = ΦC · ΦF · . . . · ΦF

The fault detection constraints ΦfFi of each fault fi ∈ F have
to be added to the SAT instance. This includes in particular
the complete faulty output cone of the fault. The CNF ΦC
for the good circuit part can be shared for all faults. However,
sharing the constraints of the faulty output cone is not possible
since faults can be masked by this. A schematic illustration of
this formulation is given in Figure 6.
The size of the SAT instance grows with the number of
simultaneously considered faults. The MTTG formulation is a
powerful technique to assemble a compact test set. However, a
disadvantage is that a test can only be generated if all targeted
faults can be detected by one test. If at least two faults conflict
with each other, no test is generated. The search for a nonconflicting test set is a runtime-intensive task.
The technique presented in [64] resolves this issue. The
proposed Optimization-based MTTG (OTG) technique wraps
the problem by an objective function F which maximizes the
number of detections. The optimization solver used generates
a test with the maximal number of detected faults from a set of
faults F . The SAT instance is modified such that faults can be
dynamically deactivated if some faults conflict with each other.

f1

Φfaulty
f1

Shared Correct Circuit

Φprop

f1

Φact

f1,f2,f3
ΦC
f2

f2

Φact

Φfaulty
f2
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Φ f3
act

f3

Φprop
f3

Φfaulty
Fig. 6.

Illustration of MTTG (taken from [27]).
TABLE II
T EST COMPACTION RESULTS
Circuit
p35k
p45k
p77k
p78k
p81k
p100k

Commercial
1523
2100
552
82
379
2054

SAT
624
1780
549
78
556
1690

The technique has been shown to produce a highly compacted
test set. Additionally, an iterative application of this technique
to a pre-generated compacted test set is able to further the
size of the test set. Table II shows a comparison between a
commercial (structural) ATPG tool and a SAT-based ATPG
tool in terms of test set size.
In this section, we presented SAT techniques and extensions
to be applied in the field of test compaction. Modern formal
solving engines are used to increase the effectiveness of ATPG
in terms of test compaction ability.
VI. F URTHER D EVELOPMENTS AND C URRENT T RENDS
There are several further developments enabled by SATbased methods that complement the applications described
until now. We just provide some pointers for further reading:
• The handling of unkowns (X) was shortly discussed
in Section V. ATPG as well as fault simulation in the
presence of unkowns is an interesting topic offering
significant potential for SAT-based methods (see e.g.
[65]–[67]).
• One of PHAETON’s design goals has been to simplify
the integration with applications making use of the versatile requirement system and hence enable sensitizable
path-based concepts in novel areas beyond the classical
scenario of small-delay fault testing, e.g., the functional
detection of small delay faults through longest paths in
sequential circuits [68], [69]. Thereby, optimization and
compaction plays a role, as well as proving untestability
by transfering methods known from the formal verification area [70] to the test area.
• A further step is to extend the above to a microprocessor
environment and automatically generate functional mi-

•

•

croprocessor test sequences, e.g., for small-delay faults,
based on Bounded Model Checking. A method is proposed for constraining the input space for generating
functional test sequences (i.e., test programs) [71]. Also
in this case, the close interaction between formal verification methods and ATPG knowhow is decisive for the
success of the approach. Generating test programs more
or less automatically for an on-line software-based self
test of microprocessors will be a challenge in the future.
Optimization with MaxSAT and the combination with
so-called Bounded Model Checking (BMC) offers the
possibility to have a fresh look at circuit initialization
and even prove optimal results or disprove initializability
[72].
Power-aware test generation [73] is used to generate a
test set which complies with the energy requirements of
the chip. Current structural approaches struggle with the
large number of additional constraints as well as with
the problem of test inflation. SAT-based algorithms are
a promising alternative in this field due to the presented
advantages. A first SAT-based approach to reduce capture
power was proposed in [74].
VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We gave a brief description of basic SAT-based ATPG with
a particular emphasis on the techniques that led to SAT-based
ATPG tools being competitive or even superior to classical
structural ATPG solvers.
The main focus was on recent advances and corresponding
applications that go beyond classical ATPG. The successful
and convenient integration of sophisticated static and dynamic
fault models into SAT-based ATPG was demonstrated as well
as the potential of SAT extensions, e.g., by using Pseudo
Boolean SAT solvers or SAT modulo Theory (SMT) solvers
or optimizing solvers. In particular, the advantages of SATbased algorithms in the field of test cube minimization as well
as dynamic compaction were shown. We finished the paper
demonstrating the potential for future developments.
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